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ABSTRACT 
For the vertices of a finite 4-colored planar graph, regular of degree three, certain 
orientation indices are defined and studied. A connection is shown some elementary 
combinatorial results in fixed point theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We will present below a combinatorial result on the 4-color problem 
and show a connection between the result and some elementary methods 
in fixed-point theory. 
Let G be a finite graph in the plane, regular of degree 3 (exactly three 
edges at each vertex), with no loops or multiple edges, and such that 
edges intersect only at vertices. Let the faces of the graph be labeled 
with numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 in such a way that no two faces with a common 
edge have the same label. A vertex v will be called clockwise if the labels 
on the three faces incident to v when read clockwise have the order 
123, 124, 134, 234. A vertex which is not clockwise is called counter- 
clockwise, that is, the labels would have the above order when read 
counterclockwise. L t A~ denote the number of clockwise vertices whose 
three incident faces omit the label i minus the number of counterclock- 
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wise vertices whose three incident faces omit the label i. A special case 
of the main theorem is the following (see Figure 1). 
THEOREM 1. I Al l  is an integer independent of i. In fact, 
A I=A3 ~ - -Az=- -A~.  
There are two stages to a deeper understanding of Theorem 1. The 
first stage comes with the realization that there exists a generalization 
of Theorem 1 which apparently indicates that the result is only loosely 
connected to the 4-color problem. In fact, suppose that G is a graph 
of the type indicated in the second paragraph and an arbitrary labeling 
is assigned to the faces using labels 1, 2, 3, 4. We emphasize that two 
faces with the same label may now have an edge in common. Vertices 
can now be classified into two types, that is, those whose three incident 
faces all have different labels and those whose incident faces have at 
most two different labels. We call the latter type exchtdable. The indices 
Ai can now be defined for the nonexcludable vertices exactly as these 
indices were defined in the second paragraph. We claim that Theorem 1 
remains true for these more generally defined indices (see Figure 2). 
The advantage of having the above generalization of Theorem 1 is 
clear-- it is easier to prove. One can now proceed by induction, showing 
that, if the generalized version is true for a given labeling, then it remains 
true if the label on one face is changed. 
The second stage of understanding comes with the realization that 
the generalization described above is much more apparent han real. 
Suppose that the graph G has a labeling of faces with numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 
wherein at least two faces with a common edge have the same label. 
Clearly, the vertices at the ends of an edge common to two faces with 
the same label are excludable. I f  we remove the edge together with the 
end vertices we form a new graph G' wherein the two faces with the same 
label have been combined into a single face. The graph G' has an obvious 
labeling. I f  we continue to remove edges (and end vertices) common 
to two faces with the same label, we eventually arrive at the point at 
which there are no more edges of this type to be removed. The graph 
G" which remains is then 4-labeled and all remaining vertices are non- 
excludable. These non-excludable vertices are identifiable with the 
nonexcludable vertices in G. Thus, the generalization of Theorem 1 
applied to G amounts to nothing more than Theorem 1 itself applied 
to G". 
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Technically, the above argument is weak in that we have not allowed 
loops and multiple edges. As can be seen from Figure 2, the removal 
of an edge may result in the appearance of a loop or a multiple edge. 
In the labeling of Figure 2, one could remove dges a and b with the result 
that multiple edges occur. In the statement and proof of the main theo- 
rem loops and multiple edges are included. 
b 
I J 
A I : A 3 = I, A z = A 4 -- -I A~ = A 2 = A 3 -- A 4 = 0 
FIGURE 1 Fii3tmE 2 
I 
In Section 2 we digress a bit and consider an amusing corollary to 
the main theorem. Specifically we show a connection between Theorem 1 
and a combinatorial result related to a certain method for proving the 
existence of fixed points. The reader interested in the main theorem and 
proof can go directly to Section 3. 
2. FIXED-POINT OVERTONES 
Theorem 1 is in a sense a generalization i to two dimensions of the 
following trivial one-dimensional combinatorial fact. Let a < xl < . . .  
< xk < b be a partitioned interval, let a label 0 be assigned to a and 
a label 1 be assigned to b. Let xi, i = I, 2 . . . .  , k, be assigned a label 
either 0 or I. Set n equal to the number of subintervals with a label 0 
assigned to the left end and a label 1 assigned to the right end. Let m 
equal the number of  subintervals with a label 1 assigned to the left 
end and a label 0 assigned to the right end. Then the simple fact is: 
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n ---- m + 1. The analogy between the one and two-dimensional results 
is even better if one considers the above fact on the circle instead of the 
line. 
The one-dimensional combinatorial fact is connected with a method 
for proving the existence of a fixed point for a continuous funct ionf  
mapping the interval [a, b] into [a, b]. In this method the interval [a, b] 
is partitioned into a finite number of subintervals by division points 
a<x l<. . .  <xk<banda labe l0or  1 is assigned to t=a ,b ,x  i, 
where i = 1, 2 ..... k, depending on whetherf(t)  > t or f ( t )  < t, respec- 
tively. Except for the case when f (b)  = b we have then a labeling as 
described in the preceding paragraph. To demonstrate a fixed point 
by this method one needs only to show the existence of one subinterval 
with different labels at the end-points and let the norm of the partition 
approach zero. Thus, the fact in the paragraph above is more specific 
than is needed. 
There is more than one way to extend the method for fixed points 
described above to two and higher dimensions. One way is by use of 
the Sperner lemma. Another is by use of a combinatorial result due to 
Kuhn [1]. Kuhn's approach has an advantage over the Sperner lemma 
approach in that the basic cells in two dimensions are rectangles which 
are subsequently subdivided by diagonal lines. We will now present 
a result in the two-dimensional case which generalizes Kuhn's theorem. 
This is a generalization to exactly the same extent hat the combinatorial 
result in paragraph one of this section is a generalization of the basic 
method described in paragraph two. 
We begin by describing a labeling problem. Let the unit square in two 
dimensions be subdivided into n ~ equal subsquares by means of n -- 1 
equally spaced horizontal and vertical lines. Let each of the n 2 subsquares 
be further subdivided into two triangles by means of the diagonal par- 
allel to the line x = y. Each of the triangles thus formed will be called 
a basic triangle. Let the points ( j /n ,  k/n),  j ,  k = O, 1 . . . .  , n, be labeled 
with labels 1, 2, 3, 4 subject only to the conditions that, for every j
and k, 
(0, k /n)  is assigned a label 1 or 2, 
( j /n ,  1) is assigned a label 2 or 3, 
(1, k/n) is assigned a label 3 or 4, 
( j /n ,  0) is assigned a label 1 or 4. (1) 
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That is, only labels 1 or 2 appear on the left side of the unit square, labels 
2 or 3 on top, labels 3 or 4 on the right side, and labels 1 or 4 on the bot- 
tom. Note in particular that (0, 0) is assigned label 1, that (1, 0) is as- 
signed label 2, etc. (see Figure 3). A basic triangle will be called complete 
if its vertices have three different labels. Complete triangles will be 
called clockwise if the labels on the vertices when read clockwise have 
the order 123, 124, 134, 234. Otherwise, the complete triangle will be 
called counterclockwise. Let B~ denote the number of clockwise complete 
triangles whose vertices omit the label i minus the number of counter- 
clockwise complete triangles whose vertices omit the label i. 
THEOREM 2. Bi 'q -  Bi+ 1 = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we interpret he lattice of divided sub- 
squares as defining a graph. Let G be the graph with vertices at points 
(j]n, k]n), j, k = O, 1, ..., n, and with edges the horizontal, vertical, and 
diagonal line segments connecting these vertices (only the diagonals 
parallel to x ---- y are included). We will now extend G further to a graph 
H, which has all triangular faces by connecting with non-intersecting 
edges the vertex at (0, 0) to the vertices at (0, k/n) and ( j /n,  0), k, j = 2, 
3, ..., n, and by connecting with non-interesting edges the vertex at 
(1, 1) to the vertices at (1, k/n) and ( j /n, 1), k, j = 0, 1 . . . . .  n -- 2. 
Finally, we connect he vertex at (0, 1) to the vertex at (1, 0) by an 
edge which does not interest any other edges (see Figure 4). The dual 
graph H* of H is then a planar graph which is regular of degree 3. 
Since each face of H* contains exactly one vertex from H, there is a 
natural way to label the faces of H*, that is, assign as a label to the face 
in H* the same label as that of the vertex in H contained in this face. 
Theorem 3, or the aforementioned generalization of Theorem 1, now 
applies to H*. Now, a vertex u in H* is contained in a triangular face f
in H, and it is not hard to see that u is non-excludable if and only i f f  
has 3 different labels on its vertices. Thus, let Ci denote the number of 
clockwise complete faces in H omitting label i minus the number of 
counterclockwise complete faces in H omitting label i. Letting A~ be 
defined for H* as in Theorem 3, we have that A~ ---- Ci, and this in turn 
implies that Ci + Ci+l ---- 0. Now, by introducing more edges to G in 
forming H we have introduced exactly two more complete faces in H 
than we had in G. Note that no new complete faces arose by connecting 
the vertex at (0, 0) to the vertices at O, k[n) and ( j /n,  0) nor by con- 
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necting the vertex at (1, 1) to the vertices at (1, k/n) and ( j /n, 1) in 
view of condition (1). However, two complete faces arose by connecting 
the vertex at (0, 1) to the vertex at (1, 0). These faces are counterclock- 
wise complete faces omitting 1 and 3, respectively. Note in particular 
that the outer face has labels in the order 124 when circumscribed so 
that the face lies to the left, i.e., counterclockwise (think of the graph 
on the sphere!). Thus, we have Ca = B1-  1, C2 = B~, Ca = Ba-  1, 
and C4 = B4, which together with Ci-F Ci+a = 0 give the result of 
Theorem 2. 
Finally, to connect our labeling problem subject to condition (1) to 
a fixed-point problem, let f - - -  (f~, fu) be a continuous mapping of the 
2 2 3 2 5 
B I = B 3 = I, B 2 = B 4 = 0 
C I = C 2 = C3:C4  = 0 
FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4 
unit square into itself. At the points t = ( j /n,  k/n), j, k = 0, 1 . . . . .  n, 
label with 1 iff~(t) >_ t,, f~(t) >= ty, label with 2 iff~(t) ~ t~, f~(t) < t u, 
label with 3 iff,~(t) < t~,fy(t) < t~, andlabel with 4 iff~(t) < tx,fy(t ) >= t v. 
Excluding the possibility that fy = 1 on the boundary of the square, 
the labeling problem discussed above will arise. Note that the existence 
of one complete basic triangle will suffice to prove the existence of 
fixed points. 
3. MAIN THEOREM AND PROOF 
Let G be a finite graph in the plane, regular of degree 3, and such that 
edges intersect only at vertices. Loops and multiple edges are allowed 
with the understanding that in computing the degree at a vertex a loop 
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is counted twice. Let the faces of G be labeled in an arbitrary way using 
labels 1, 2, 3, 4. Vertices whose three incident faces all have different 
labels are called non-excludable. Technically speaking, vertices with loops 
have only two incident faces, so we make the special convention that all 
vertices with loops are excludable. A non-excludable vertex v is called 
clockwise if the labels on the three faces incident o v when read clock- 
wise have the order t23, 124, 134, 234. Otherwise, a non-excludable 
vertex u is called counterclockwise. Let A i denote the number of clock- 
wise vertices omitting i minus the number of counterclockwise v rtices 
omitting i. 
THEOREM 3. A1 = As = - -  Az = - -  A4, i.e., A i S- Ai+~ = O. 
As a first step in the proof let us eliminate loops and multiple edges. 
The case of a loop is pictured in Figure 5. The label on both sides of 
edge b is the same and the vertices at the ends of b are excludable. We 
can remove loop a and edge b and form c and d into a single edge. 
If  c and d are part of a single loop we remove this loop as wen. These 
procedures do not affect the values of Ai. The case of a multiple edge 
is pictured in Figure 5. If v~ is non-excludable, so is v2, and vl and v2 
then have the opposite "sense." Thus, we can remove edges a and b 
and form c and d into a single edge (remove c and d also if they are the 
same edge) without changing the values of A~. We assume from now 
on that G contains no loops or multiple edges. 
We now show that, if Theorem 3 holds for a particular labeling of G, 
it also holds if the label on one face is changed. Since A i = 0 for all i 
in case all labels are the same, the theorem will follow by induction. 
b c d 
v I 
FIGURE 5 
It is convenient to introduce the idea of a segment. A segment of length 
n is a set of n vertices arranged in linear order along a horizontal line, 
with n -- 1 horizontal line segments connecting successive vertices, with 
one horizontal line segment eminating from each end vertex, and with 
a vertical line segment eminating upward from each vertex, together 
with a labeling of the n + 2 regions determined. It is also assumed that 
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the labels on the end regions above the horizontal ine are the same 
(see Figure 6). It is clear that a segment is the combinatorial equivalent 
of a face in G, its vertices and edges, and its incident labeled faces. Fol- 
3 
FIGURE 6 
lowing this connection, we called the region below the line in a segment 
the centra l  region. Given a segment, let a~ denote the number of clock- 
wise vertices omitting i minus the number of counterclockwise v rtices 
omitting i. Then, a~ + ai+ 1 = c i, where the ci are integers. To prove 
Theorem 3 we must show that for any segment he c~ are independent 
of the label selected for the central region. 
To show that the c~ are indeed independent of the label selected for 
the central region we proceed by induction on the length of a segment. 
In any segment of length n greater than 4 there must be at least two up- 
per regions with the same label, one of which is not an end region. That 
part of the segment which lies between these two regions is itself a seg- 
ment. For example, in the labeling of the segment pictured in Figure 6, 
vertices 3 and 4 together with their incident labeled regions form a seg- 
ment of length 2. Thus, every segment of length greater than 4 can be 
split into three parts (perhaps just two) such that the central part is 
a segment and such that the outer parts can be combined into a single 
segment. For example, vertices 1, 2, 5, 6 in Figure 6 can be combined 
into a single segment with the obvious labeling of regions. Thus, the 
fact that the ci are independent of the label selected for the central 
region of a segment will follow if we show that this is true for all seg- 
ments of length n less than or equal to 4. At this point we take a slight 
excursion from the main theme to introduce a useful idea which is of 
interest in its own right. 
Let a segment S be given and let ai denote the indices for this segment. 
Let a = ( jk)  denote the operation of interchanging the labels j and k. 
The indices for the new segment orS will be denoted by aa~. 
LEMMA I. aa i ---~ (-- I )k-i+1 ak ' aak ---- (-- 1 )j-k+1 ai ' cram = - -  a m fo r  
m* j ,k .  
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PROOF. It is clear that a cyclic permutation 1-+ 2 ---, 3 --+ 4 ---, 1 of 
the labels cyclically permutes the indices al --" as --+ a3 ~ a4 ---, al. Thus, 
we have to prove Lemma 1 only for cr = (12) and tr = (13). I fa  = (12), 
then tr changes a clockwise vertex omitting 3 or 4 into a counterclockwise 
vertex omitting 3 or 4, etc. Thus, traz = - -  a3 and tra4 = - -  aa. Also, tr 
changes a clockwise vertex omitting 1 into a clockwise vertex omitting 2, 
etc. Thus, aax = a2 and aa2 = a~. I f  tr = (13), then clearly tra2 = - -  as 
and tra4 = -- aa. Also a = (13) changes a clockwise vertex omitting I 
into a counterclockwise vertex omitting 3, etc. Thus, aal =-  a3, 
o'a~ = - -  a 1. 
We now return to the main stream of the argument and show that the 
ci  = a i -F -a i+x  are independent of the label selected for the central 
region in a segment of length at most 4. The case of n = 1 is trivial. 
In Figure 7 we have pictured segments of length n ---- 2, 3, 4 with par- 
ticular labelings. We argue first for these particular labelings. 
I ~2_~ I q  --~1 2~_~ I I 2 3~]r~_~ I 
X • X 
FIGURE 7 
n = 2. All four choices of labels for the central region give c i = 0. 
n = 3. All four choices of labels for the central region give 
c1=c2=0,  cz = c4 = 1. 
n ---- 4. All four choices of labels for the central region give ci = 1. 
To finish the argument we need to considier other labelings of the seg- 
ments of length n = 2, 3, 4. Given one of the three segments S with in- 
dices ci pictured in Figure 7 and given a permutation r of I, 2, 3, 4 
we can form the segment rS  by permuting the labels according to r. 
The indices for rS  will be denoted by ra~ and rc i = rai -q- rai+l. We 
have to show that rc~ is independent of the choice of label for the cen- 
tral region in rS. Or, equivalently, that rc~ is independent of the choice 
of label for the central region in S. This will follow from the above and 
the following lemma, and the proof wilt be completed. 
LEMMA 2. rci is a l inear  combinat ion  o f  cx, c2, c3, c4 in wh ich  the coe f -  
f i c ients  depend on ly  on r .  
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PROOF. I t  is sufficient to prove Lemma 2 when r is a t ransposit ion 
a ---- ( j  k). But a cyclic permutat ion  1~ 2 ---* 3 ~ 4 ~ 1 results in a 
cyclic permutat ion 
tr = (12) and cr = 
trcl ---- gal  + ga2 
crc 3 ~ Ga 3 ~ tYa4 
of c~. Thus, we have to prove the above only for 
(13). I f  ~----- (12), then by Lemma 1 
: as + al : el, 
= a l  - -  aa = a l  + os  - -  os  - -  aa  = C l  - -  cs, 
: - -  a 3 -  a 4 : - -  C3, 
aca = ~ra4 q-  aa l  = - -  aa + a~. = - -  a4 - -  a l  q -  a l  --1- a~ --- - -  c4+ cx. 
I f  tr = (13), then by Lemma 1 
(:rc 1 = ira 1 q -  aas  = - -  aa - -  as  = - -  cs, 
ac~ = gas  + gas  = - -  as - -  a l  = - -  cl, 
trca = traa q- tra4 = --  al  - -  a4 = - -  ca, 
cYC l = aa  4 q -  ca  1 = _ a 4 -  a 3 = - -  c3. 
We end our discussion with a final theorem which applies some of  
the ideas involved in Lemmas 1 and 2 to the indices A i defined for our 
graph G. The proo f  will be left to the reader. Let r be a permutat ion  of 
the labels 1, 2, 3, 4, let rG  be the graph G with the permuted labeling, 
and let rA i  be the indices defined for rG. 
THEOREM 4. rA i ---- 4- Ai, where  we se lec t  + or  - -  depend ing  on  whether  
r is even  or  odd .  
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